Burlington Grammar, for beginners, intermediate, and advanced ESL students, is a resource that can be used as a supplement to your curriculum. Teachers can dip into any of the 120 grammar lessons for expansion or additional practice, as needed.

Burlington Grammar is flexible and can be used by teachers for large or small group direct instruction, or used independently by students:

- Teachers can use the In-Class Lesson to present the grammar topic.
- Students have access to the same presentation with practice activities in their online Student Lesson.
- Worksheets are included for every lesson and can be downloaded and printed for additional practice of the grammar topic. The Worksheets can be used in class if time allows or given as homework.
- Teacher’s Notes and an Answer Key are provided for each worksheet and can be found in the Course & Lesson Planner.
- Both students and teachers can monitor time, scores, and completion for work in the Student Lessons in Progress.

Ideas for Instruction

Whole Group or Small Group Targeted Grammar Lesson (45-60 minutes)

1. Search for a grammar topic in the In-Class Lessons component (use the Search feature).
2 Open the In-Class Lesson.

3 Review the Grammar Rule.

Note: The rule may continue on additional screens. Pay attention to the green arrows at the bottom of the screen.
4 Have students complete the Student Lesson on their phone or other device in class.

5 Continue with the Worksheet activity. Follow the step-by-step instructions in the Teacher’s Notes to complete the additional classroom activity and accompanying Student Worksheet.
Grammar as a Warm-Up Activity for Review (15 minutes)

1. Write the name of the lesson on the board or in the chat of your conferencing platform.

2. Have students complete the Student Lesson on their phone or other device in class.

3. Project or share the In-Class Lesson and review the Grammar Rule.

4. Use the Switcher to go to the Student Lesson.
5 Review the Student Lesson activities as a whole group.

Grammar for Independent Student Practice

Students can review a grammar topic in the Student Lessons at any time on their own device.